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About This Game

Alice in VR - Fall down the rabbit hole as Alice in Wonderland! One of the world's most read stories feels like a natural match
for VR.

Grab and drink from the bottle and become tiny, eat the cake and become huge!
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In this mini-adventure Alice meets the waterpipe smoking caterpillar, a cosy turtle, singing carrots and jumping frogs

Travel down underground, experience adventure and listen to chatter from the Cheshire Cat and strange cabbage heads
alike

Teleport around the White Rabbit's warren, grab books and explore the corners

Estimated playtime of 10-15 minutes
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The gameplay consists of light interactions (simple grab mechanics, teleportation, growing & shrinking, and a long fall
down the rabbit hole)

Experience vignettes directly from & inspired by the original story

Made in Sweden
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Title: Alice In VR
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Åsa Egnér,Carolina Ask, Alexander Cobleigh, Joar Löfberg, Kreativitetsbanken
Publisher:
Kreativitetsbanken
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018
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This DLC or ANY DLC pack is nothing but a RIPOFF, period. It 100% DOES NOT GIVE YOU ANY OF THE ITEMS. It
says that both my accounts are linked ( which is a fu(k1ing lie 100%). Then they make you redownload the game and then the
game WILL NOT CONNECT TO SERVER AT ALL (even though they say they are linked, lies). On top of that because it's a
free to play game on Steam they 100% WILL NOT REFUND YOUR MONEY, because you just got ripoffed. Don't buy this
folks, save your money for something that actually works.. Fun game.
If you are in to twin stick shooters. Pick it up. Its a steal at .49.
casual gamers might not get it.
. Not very good.. so far bad and blocky mechanics and really no story at all yet, also this isn't an actual game it's a paid demo
whatever the hell that is supposed to be.
this game developer needs to think before they put their product out on the shelf, there is no mention of a demo here in the
description so it's effectively worse than no mans sky presentation wise.
i will be letting steam know what this is so they can have it removed hopefully, it does nothing for their image to allow such low
effort stuff sold.
as for the devs statement on being a one man project with little time, maybe he should focus on that other stuff and save his
efforts till the game is actually done instead of scamming people like this, it makes the dev look like the way people look at EA
right now.
out of 5 stars i can't give this game even one, there's really that little here right now as of this post and being this was released in
dec of 2017 i don't think it's gonna get any better.. Atomic Heist is a super addictive top down shooter game with rogue-lite
elements. You must fight your way out of an enemy vessel whilst carrying it's stolen Nuclear Core which lowly irradiates your
vessel. There is a ton of variety in enemies, ammo types, weapons and environmental hazards (some of which can be altered by
you at control panels) as well as powerups and unlockable avatars. If your into rogue lites and top down shooters then this is the
game you have been looking for!. Just waiting for Halo Remastered Edition for Pc.
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\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. I have the iPhone version but it's so spectacularly laggy on
my 4s that it's pretty much unplayable, so I've been eagerly awaiting the PC release because with the higher processing power I
figured that it would be less laggy and I'm very happy to say that I've now played this for over two hours and have experienced
no lag!
Some things about the game itself; I kinda wish that you either started with a little money so you could buy a weapon or enough
building materials to craft like a mine or something, because as it stands right now, you lose anywhere from 1\/4 to 1\/5 of your
health before you can properly defend yourself and with the inconsistent health drops that can be a big problem.. This is a pretty
fun game, albeit quite simplistic. Every level you must research the things you unlock all over again, and you never really have
any control over what you unlock or what your progression is other than which perk to use and even then, there is only a few
worth using. This game is not bad, it is quite fun and challenging so I do recommend it, but at a discount.. Under rated game
this, well worth picking up, go grab it, now!. I would recommend it if you are into idle\/clicker style games. The progression
system isnt terrible however it is on the convoluted side. That being said im sure that the more you invest the more worth it it is
because of the competitive component.. Where can I get a perpetual demo version?

Demo version worked great. It was fast and had good results.

The current purchased version barely functions at all, and if or when you get results, they are mediocre at best. Incredibly slow
loading times, even for simple meshes. Packing speed is even worse... beyond slow. As for viewing the current progress, the
"Draw Packing" option is useless or does not work (maybe it's just that slow).

I can\u2019t figure out how a great working demo version back in 2014\/2015 begets such a terrible commercial version today.
Seems like a scam now. What the hell happened? Patent conflict with NDA? Booze? Aliens? What?

NOTE: If you want to revert to an older steam version that worked better than current:
http:\/\/polycount.com\/discussion\/comment\/2622730\/#Comment_2622730. As a reader of PKD I came to try this game,
quite well-recommended by the community.

After a great setup and introduction, I finished buteforcing problems until i thought: "What the h***, this is not fun, will I spend
all game looking for signs?". I had walked around, room after room, looking in all directions for a sign, disturbing me from the
flow of the story. I felt no satisfaction with this gameplay.

Before refunding i found the review by @wizardovoz [1]
"- Absolutely horrible idea for gameplay. It's hidden object, except instead of objects there are sigils, and they become visible
only from certain points of the map. That is, you have to run around and wildly rotate your viewport. "

I absolutely agreed with the wizards comment; This ruins the game.

A reply to the wizards comment [1] by @Psyringe suggest that each sigil gives you clues how to find the next one, and so on. I
immediately restarted the game, thinking that I need a new perspective, I searched for sigils but could not find any signs without
buteforcing.

Maybe this game is for precogs only?

I think the game lacks an simple, first time tutorial. Or is the purpose to brute-force silly signs? My expectations were mind
blowing adventures beyond imagination.

Please comment,

/Barney Mayerson

[1] http://steamcommunity.com/id/wizardovoz/recommended/402060/
. I'll would really like this game if there would be a windowed mode option.. First impressions + review at the end here:
https://youtu.be/ibQ0h3C1Iaw
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If you don't want to watch a video, that's cool! Here's a summary:
XING: The Land Beyond is an atmospheric first-person puzzle adventure for both desktop and VR. You are a soul escaping the
world of the living and travelling the lands of the dead.

The first thing you will notice when you launch this game is that the game is very beautiful. The flat screen video might not
justify it well enough, as it is gorgeous in VR. We didn’t even set our graphics in the highest settings, because our CPU couldn’t
handle both recording and the high settings at the same time (we use an i7 + 1070). But if you put everything on high, it is
definitely beautiful.

The game has soothing ambiance too, which makes it very relaxing to launch the game and be totally immersed in a fantasy
world. The nice sound design definitely adds to this and we love it.

At first the puzzles seemed quite easy and linear, but thankfully they become harder over time. Especially when you find out
that you can only use certain items by day and others by night. It takes some time exploring everything and finding out what you
have to do, but definitely worth it.

Something that we did encounter in VR was that texts were blurry in VR. Mostly happened in the menus, making them hard to
read. On desktop everything was good.

In VR everything feels great. You get free locomotion, snap turning and smooth rotation which definitely helps. Especially if
you have a smaller space. Free locomotion was also very comfortable.

It seems like the game has a good length as well as we have been playing for almost an hour and we could see that we were only
halfway of the first door. In the beginning we could see that there are 4 doors if I remember it correctly, which could indicate
that there is enough content. However we haven’t been able to finish this game yet, so our opinion might change after
progressing more.

We think this game is amazing. It is definitely something for people who like puzzles and more casual, relaxing games that you
can dive into for hours. If you are looking for action though, this might not be something for you.

TLDR; Beautiful polished game with a casual relaxing feel. Recommended for anyone who loves puzzling in VR.
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